
 

Hearthstone Investments: Another month of positive returns for TM home investor fund 

as UK housing market receives further stimulus 

UK residential property market 

The UK housing market is catching its breath after a few frenetic months. The sharp upturn in activity following the 

reopening of the market last summer coupled with the Stamp Duty Holiday started to recede in January and February, 

but we now expect this to return to a semblance of “pre-Covid” 

normality after this week’s Budget.   

The Government was unlikely to turn off the fiscal tap before the 

economy finds its feet and, when it comes to the housing market, 

extending the SDLT ‘Holiday’ until September 2021 (albeit in a 

tiered return to original levels) is actively encouraging house 

buying. Together with the new 5% Mortgage Guarantee Scheme 

- which demonstrated its effectiveness in a previous incarnation 

in 2013, we feel this puts all levels of the market on a firm 

foundation for future growth. We do not foresee a huge surge in transactions similar to that seen in the second half 

of 2020, but more of a return to normality as people who were nudged in to buying by the initial stimulus packages 

have already done so but, most pertinently, this Budget will entice the first-time buyers back to the market who really 

have been ‘out-gunned’ over the last 12 months. Other measures such as self-employment grants, bounce-back loans, 

and the extension of the Furlough scheme to October will boost businesses’ confidence and help control 

unemployment levels across the country – helping to maintain the already robust levels of rent collection in the Fund.  

We await the latest revisions to house price forecasts subject to the new Budget measures, but continue to view them 

with much caution. We expect growth forecasts to be more positive than last week but we doubt they will mirror the 

unforeseen year that was 2020.  

TM home investor fund 

The Fund recorded positive returns of 0.07% in February with YTD returns now at 0.34% (net of fees). Again, it  

delivered high rent collection at 96.5% in February – although a slight drop on last month this is due to the shorter 

month. With comparable full year figures for Commercial Property now available (averaging between 67-74%), 

residential property demonstrated its income resilience during 2020. 

We are also seeing occupancy in the portfolio hold steady at 

percentages in the upper 90’s, with no move-outs in 

February but six move-ins. Arrears continue to fall as 

tenants pay down their debt through agreed payment plans 

and increased financial optimism, as an end to lockdown is 

in sight and the economy threatens to reopen ‘with a bang’.  

Property valuations increased by 0.09% at property level 

once again being driven by houses within commuting 

distance of cities. The TM home investor fund holds 

properties with an average value of £250,000 which are let 

to tenants earning average or below average salaries. As 

much of the recent transaction volumes impacting various 

house price indices occurred at the premium end of the housing market, we are currently seeing a certain disconnect 

between mainstream house prices and reported indices. Furthermore, Standing Independent Valuer CBRE can only 

adjust values in the portfolio once the sale of comparable properties has exchanged, and the considerable strain on 

the housing market chain is causing delays in transitions that might impact on the Fund’s valuation more readily in 
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normal times. We hope to see these delays ease over the coming months as the economy begins to reopen and the 

31st March deadline for the SDLT holiday has been extended. 

One of the key trends observed in the housing market during the 

past year has been the “search for green space” both by 

homeowners and tenants – a trend that seems to persist as we 

are moving into the next stage of the pandemic. Studies from 

bodies including Public Health England and Friends of the Earth 

have also highlighted the importance of access to green space 

for the population’s physical and mental wellbeing. 

Hearthstone’s “suburban Built to  ent” model is well positioned 

to offer this proposition to tenants and, in order to evidence that 

statement, we analysed the housing portfolio of the TM home 

investor fund using the Ordnance Survey Open Source Data hub 

to assess a new Key Performance Indicator  “Distance to public 

green space”.  

The results show that 74% of units within the fund are less than 250 metres from a public green space, and 92% are 

within 500 metres. Furthermore, all 110 houses in the Fund have their own gardens, and 82 flats have either private 

or communal gardens. Of the remaining ten flats which have neither, nine are within 250 metres of public green space 

and one between 251 and 500 metres. 

The following table summarises the latest performance metrics for the Fund: 

 
Class C performance shown bid to bid, net of charges with gross income reinvested  (Source: Financial Express). 
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Important information 

Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and future returns are not guaranteed. Investors may get back 

less than the amount invested. 

Residential property values are affected by factors such as interest rates, economic growth, fluctuations in property yields and 

tenant default. 

Property investments are relatively illiquid compared to bonds and equities, and can take a significant amount of time to trade. 

Hearthstone Investments Ltd is the parent company of the Hearthstone Investments Group. Regulated business is carried out by 

Hearthstone Asset Management Limited. Hearthstone Asset Management Limited is an appointed representative of Thesis Asset 

Management Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (114354). Hearthstone Investments 

Ltd (06379066) and Hearthstone Asset Management Limited (07458920) are both registered in England and Wales. The registered 

office for both companies is c/o Waterstone Company Secretaries Ltd Third Floor, 5 St. Bride Street, London, United Kingdom, 

EC4A 4AS. 

Thesis Unit Trust Management Limited is the Authorised Corporate Director. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 

Authority (186882). 

   

   

  

  

    

          

                                       

                                  


